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Decision re: Aydin Corp.: Vector Div.; by Robert F. Keller,
Deputy Comptrrller General.

Issue Area: Federal Procurement of Goods and Services (1900).
Contact: Office of the jIeneral. Counsel: Procurement Law II.
Budget Function: Nationitl Defense: Department of Defense -

Procucesent C Contraects (058).
Organizaticn Concerned: IDepartment of the Navy: Naval Air

Sytems.. Command; microcom Corp.
Aut~ority: 10 O.S.C. 2324(a) (1P). A.S.P.R. 3-202r2(vi) B-185399

(1976). V-181064 (1974). 0-182340 (1975). B-187902 (1977).
F.:182536 (117). E-187779 (1977)

Protester to a contract award claimed~that sole-source
procurement was not justified and objected to proposed two-step
formal advertising .n future competitive procurement.
Authoriztion for sole-source proctiremeut was not found to be
unreasonable or prejudicial. The protest to future procurement
was premature and nct for consideration. (HTW)
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OI GEES T:

1. Sole-source award under "public e'.Igency" justificbtion of
10 U.S.C. S 2304(a)(2) (1970) is proper, as Lecord does not
show that contracting officer acted without reastnable
basis in authorizing sole-souree procurement.

2. Use of sole-source procurement for entire inventory shortage
is reasonable where entire quantity is utgently nueded and only
one source is certain to meet required delivery schedule.

3. Failure to timely publish notice of procurement in tomrerce
Business DRily was not prejudicial to protester where agency
;properly deteruificd to make sole-source award due to I.ighi
delivery schedule.

4. Protest of proposed use of two-step formal advertising in
future procurement is premature and not for consideration.

TheNaval Air SystemB Command (NAVAIR) awarded contract
N00019-77-C-0087 to the Microcom Corporation (Micr&iom) on a
negotiated sole-source basis on March 22, 1977. The contract was
} fo: 600 telemetric data r.ransmittinp. se'ts (AN/DKT-38) to be qised
in the Sparrow III missile.

By liftLrer filed in our Office on I/arch 31, 1977, the Aydin
Corporation, Vector Division (Ayd.n-Vector), protests the award
on tghe basis that certain facts leading up to and surrounding the
procurement do not support NAVAIR's justification for using a sole-
source procurement--thdt the urgent need for the items precluded any
typzi of competitive procUrement. Aydin-Vector also argues that, even
if there was an urgent need sufficient to justify negotiatlon rather
than .fgrmal adVir4lising, therewan no justification for using sole-
source negotiation for the entire shorthge. This argument is based
on Aydin-Vector':s content'ion thr.t NAVAIR's estimate of the time
required for delivery of the items under a competitive procurement
if a nonproducer is the awardee is unreasonable.
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Adin-Vector also protests NAVAIR's proposed use of two-step
formal advertising in a future competitive procurement, and the
short period of time between NAVAIR's notice of the proprued March
procu7 -ent fn thel Commerce Business Daily (CBD) and the sole-source
award to Hicrocom.

Ch..onology of NA/AIR AN/DKT-38 Procurements

The chrao'ology of NAVAIR's AN/DKT-3 Lprocurements is important
to both Aydin-Vector's argumehits and AAVAIR's rebuttal. The
AN/DKT-38 was first developed and produce1 by Microcom under NWVAIR
contract N00019-72-C-O631 dated June 29, 1972. That contract was
for development of S5?rototypes and 195 production units, with an
option for 805 additional units which was excrcited on June 29, 35?T.0
'IAVAIR, in its report of May 2, 1977, stated thaft these 1,000 uuits
were estimated as sufficient to satisfyneeds fri a 3-year period
beginning July 1973, based on usage rates of 300 tiniIs per year.
These units were not, however, issued for use until July 1975, and
in the intervening period actual usage rates 'had Decreased to 450 units
per year,

In September 1976, NAVAIR proposed a vole-cource award to
Microcom to be made in December 1976 fur 120 units with an option
for 60 additional units. Upon learling of this proposed procurement
Aydin-Vcr.tor protastsed orally to.,NVAT.R. NAVAIR met with Aydin-
Vector and explained that the prdct.remer.t was to be sole-source'because
the data package was deficient and the items were urgently needed to
meet a temporary inventory shortage caused by unanbic'ijated foreign
military sales and repayment to' the Air Force for borrowed units.
NAVAIR inc..rmed Aydin-Vector that this pkraurr;ment would clear up the
inventory shortage and that the next procu timezat would be competitive.
NAVAIR decided not to include the propobsed option in the December
procurement because it was not thought co be necessary to alleviate
the inventory shortage then in evide~ILd, and in order to increase
the quantity for the propo'sed competitive procurement. Aydin-Vector
did not file a formal pretest of the December 1976 procurement.

NAVAiR has seated that its procuring officials werze unaware
of the large inventory shortage that was developing until after the
December 1976 procurement. When NAVAIR became aware of the shortage
it requested the Pacific Missile Test center (PMTC) to estimate
the delivery time under Lhe proposed competitive procurement. PMTC
determined that it would take 18 month. until first delivery of
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production units if a nonproducer (anyone other than Microcom)
were to be awarded the contract. HAVAIR then determined that
600 units would be required to meet fleet needs.

On March 18, 1977, NAVAIR .laced a notice in the CBD to
the effect that it intended to negotiate a wale-source contract
for 600 units with Microcom. On March >2, 1977, the contract was
awarded to Microcom. The justiflcatia'n given for the sole-source
procur raent was the urgent need for the units to allaviete the
unanticipated shortage that had dev:loped and the long lead time
that would be required before deliver) under a competitive procure-
mernt.

Projriietiv of Usin'i80oe-source
Negotiated Procurement

Secelon 2304(a)(2), title 10, United States Code '(1990),
prov @-a for the negotiation of a contract if "the public exigency
will not permit the delay incident to advertis>ing." The Deter-
mination and Findings issued by t1ih contracting officer on
March 1, 1977, states that the proposed contract may be negotiated
without formal aavertislfig under the "public exigency" exception
of 10 US.C. 5 2304(a)(2) because it has been assigned Unifu'Žm
Materili Movement end' Issue Prlority System (tLIMIES) Priority
Designator 3. This is consistent with ASPR § 3-202.2(vi) (1976 ad.).

jt'~~~~~oo
While the "public exigency' exception does not peruse

authorize a 'ole-source procurement, it gives the contracting
officer considerable di._ret4dn to determine the exteht of com-
peaeition consistent, i'th t e'urgent needs of the Cor:.cnment.
Emeraon Electric.Cornany, Rantec Division, B-1853FR, August 10,
1976, 76-2 CPD 143; Janke and Confpany, Indorporateid, B-181064,
August 29, 1974, 74-2'CPD 126. Unless it is shown that the
contracting officer, in authorizin4,8a sole-source procurement, acted
without a reasonabl'1e basis, our Of'rfce will not question the award.
Leo Kanner ABsiciates, B-182340, April 4* 1975, 75-1 CPD 205.

Aydin-Vector advances a number of1/arguments in attemptir.g
to show that the "public 'exigetic.y" jusucification was not reasonable
in light of the factual'cir-i!-^arccz. First, Aydin-Vector contends
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that the Plleged 600 unit shortage is not credible without
independent verification as it represents a 30 to 50 percent
increase in usage rates. Additionally,(Aydin-Vector ergues that
a December 14, 1976, teles from NAVAIR to PMTCD shows that NAVAIR
was aware of the "shortage" and was planning ancthar sole-source
award to Microcom before the December fl76 award was complete.
Also, it contends that the cancellation of the evtion itt the
December award was inconsistent with claims e' a siurtage.

Aydin-Vectur supports its assertion thait the 600 tinlL
shorta'gvZ is not credible merely by pointing out the large increase
it represents in usage rates, and noting thati usage rates are
predirctable, NAVAIR stated that the shortage was caused by under-
estimating usage rates, by a large unanticipated forAeign military
sales requirement in fiscal year 1976, and by the introduction of the
transition quarter. The.se reasc's appear credible in the absence
of evidence to the contrsr,.

NAVAIR' esponded -o Aydig'-Vector's allegation that a>;,
December 14, 1976, telex fromt'YAVAIR to PMTC showed NAVAIRsa aware-
ness of the alleged shortage, by pointing out that the telex was
from program'officials at NAVAIl rather than procuring officiais
and that eve-. the program officials had no knowledge of the exact
quantity of the emerging shortage. Additionally, NAVAIR states that
it canceled the option before it knew of the size of the shortage
as a good faith gesture to increase the size of the proposed com-
petitive procurement.

While the interpretation of these facts may Le subject to
some dispute, Aydin-Vector haF not shown that the contracting
officer acted without a reasonable basis in authorizing a sole-
source procurement for at least a portion of the shortage.

Reasonableness of NAVAIR's Competitive
Procurement Lead-Time Estimate

A~din-Vector has also disputed NAVAIR's estimate that a
competitive procurement would require 18 months from the initiation
of the solicitation to the date delhveries would begin, if a non-
producer were the awardee. Aydin-Vector has submitted its own
estimate of 9 months, which i! considers reasonable. Aydin-Vector
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challengpa the reasonableness of NAVAIR's estimate on the ground.
thatti is based on the time that would be required using two-step
f4rmal advertl-ing. Aydin-Vector argues that two-step formal
aidvftrtiaing is not permitted where the data package is adequate ard
complete, as it alleges is the case here.

In decdding whether it was proper for NAVAIR to'use a sole-
source procurement for the cntire shortage it is not necessary for us
to reach thc issue of whether it W1s reasonable for NAVAIR to base
its estimate on two-step formal advertising, as NAVAIh's decision appearo
reasonable, as Discussed below, notwithstanding Aydin-Vector's
estinate that it could begin deliveries in 9 months.

Under the March contract with Microcom deliveries were to begin
in June 1977 and"are to end in February 1978. In other'wotds, NAVAIR
needs the full 600 unit shortage to be alleviated by February 1978.
According to Aydin-Vector, if NAVAIR had expedited complAet~itn of Lhe
data package, a coapetitive negotiation could have been beAin at the
end of January 1977, Using its 9-month first delivery estimate Aydin-
Vector maintaine.,th't it coulr have begu'n delivery in November 1977.
Therefore, Aydin-Vector contends that, even if there was sufficient
urgency to justify use of the "public exigency" authorization for
negotiation, NAVAIR should have used a competitive procurement for
the number of units that would not be needed until the period from
November 1977 to February 1978.

This argumenv, of course, assumes that a competitive'/Drocurement
package could have been ready in January 1977, which in fact r'1̀Qnot
occur, and that Aydtn-Vector's 9-moath estimate was realistic, which
WAVAIR disputes.

In Applied 5 eavices Corporation, B-187902, May 24, 1977,
/7-1 CPD 362, we stated:

'I * * [Olu.r Office has acct4!ded consider-
able V-ight Lt estimates by contracting agencies
of teckAical risks and the potential for resulting
delivery delays inlicrent in introducing com-
petition into sole-source situations. * * *

"Technical and delivery risks become
particularly compelling where the sole-source
procurement is being conducted to satisfy urgent
needs. * * *"
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In Applied Devices we round that a portion of the
required quantity should not have been procured on a sole-source
basis. Thim was, however, based on a determination that there
ieas no bona fide urgency for that portion. Additionally, the
contract covered thef agencyfl entire foreseeable requirements with
delivery to extend over a 4-year period.

Here the contract covers only NAVAIR's current and urgent
requirements for approximately a 1-year pectod. Additionally,
there are future requirements for which competition is now being
introduced, Therefore, while NAVAIR's 18-mont-h estimate may or
may not have been reasonable, Aydin-Vector hMs not shown, by a
basically unsupported assertion that under apparently optimum con-
ditions it could have met NAVAIR's needs for the final 3-4 months
of the shortage, that NAVAIR's decision to use sole-source negotia-
tion for the entire shortage was unreasonable,

Regarding Aydin-Vector's complaint of untimely notice, of the
March 1977 procurement in the CBD, since we have determined that it
was not unreasonable for NAVAIR to, assume that only Microcom could
meet the required delivery schedule, we are unable to conclu'de that
Aydin-Vector was prejudiced by the lack of timely publication. See
Stewart-Warner Corporation, B-182536, February 26, 1975, 75-1 CPD 115.

Aydi.n-Vector's protest of NAVAIR's proposed use of two-Dtep
formal advertising in the future competitive prncuremient is
premature and will not be considered. See Loral Electronic
Systems Division, Loral Corporation, B-187779, February 22, 1977,
77-1 CPD 125.

Accordingly, the protest is denied.

Deputy Comptroller fee 

of the United States
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